
Year 6 isolation 

learning
12th October 2020

Please bring the work that you have done into school 
when you come back.



Write out these sentences. Underline the nouns in red, the 

verbs in blue, adjectives in green, adverbs in brown, 

prepositions in purple and conjunctions in yellow.

Under a glowing, yellow moon, a lonely wolf stood quietly 

before he started to howl loudly. He hoped that his pack 

would hear him and come to rescue him. 

The answers are on the next page.

CHALLENGE what part of speech are he, his and him?



Answers

Under a glowing, yellow moon, a lonely wolf stood
quietly before he started to howl loudly. He hoped that 
his pack would hear him and come to rescue him. 

Nouns = red                         Prepositions = purple 
Verbs = blue                         Conjunctions = yellow
Adjectives = green
Adverbs in brown

CHALLENGE – he, his and him are all pronouns



Guided reading

Read the extract from Anne Frank’s diary below

 July 8th 1942: “At three o’clock (Father had left but was supposed to come back later), the 
doorbell rang. I didn’t hear it, since I was out on the balcony, lazily reading in the sun. A 
little while later Margot* appeared in the kitchen doorway looking very agitated. “Father has 

received a call-up notice from the SS,” she whispered. “Mother has gone to see Mr. van 
Daan” (Mr. van Daan is Father’s business partner and a good friend.) I was stunned. A 
call-up: everyone knows what that means. Visions of concentration camps and lonely cells 

raced through my head. How could we let Father go to such a fate? “Of course he’s not 
going,” declared Margot as we waited for Mother in the living room. “Mother’s gone to Mr. 
van Daan to ask whether we can move to our hiding place tomorrow. The van Daans are 

going with us. There will be seven of us altogether.” Silence. We couldn’t speak. The 
thought of Father off visiting someone in the Jewish Hospital and completely unaware of 
what was happening, the long wait for Mother, the heat, the suspense – all this reduced us 
to silence.”

* Anne’ s sister



Answer the questions below about the 

text

1) How do you know that this text is a diary?

2)  What was Anne doing when the door bell rang?

3) What does agitated mean?

4) Why was Margot agitated?

5) Who was Mr Van Daan?

6) How could Mr Van Daan help the Frank family?

7) How does Anne create suspense at the end of this extract?



Literacy



ISPACE openers

 ING WORDS

SIMILES

PREPOSITIONS

ADVERBS OR ADVERBIAL PHRASES

CONJUNCTIONS

ED WORDS



ISPACE openers
This week, we are going to be revising ISPACE openers – you will remember them 

from previous years – and using them in our own sentences.

ING words e.g. Giggling, Stamping, Shouting, Examining

We can start sentences with these words

Giggling, Izzy wandered down the street.

Stamping through the water, the toddler clearly loved the puddles.

Shouting loudly, James tried to attract the teacher’s attention.

Examining the document carefully, the explorer made his way through the 

jungle.

You can see that sometimes I added words to the ING word to make it clearer. I 

also used a comma after the opener.



Diary

A diary needs to include these features:

 A date

 An introductory section to ‘set the scene’

 Paragraphs in chronological order

 Written in the first person – I, we 

 Time sentence openers

 Events, reactions and opinions about what has happened

Write a diary entry showing how you spent your time yesterday. Remember to 
bring it into school with you when you return.

Challenge – add ING openers to some of your sentences.



ISPACE openers

Write a sentence for each of these ING words – make them as interesting as 

possible and punctuate them correctly.

Mumbling, Exploring, Mixing, Jumping, 

Staring

Can you add three sentences using your own ING words?



Mathematics



Common factors

Get ready

1) ______ x 7 = 56

2) 9 x ____ = 108

3) Find all the factors of 24

4) Find all the factors of 11



Answers

1) ___8___ x 7 = 56

2) 9 x _12___ = 108

3) Find all the factors of 24  1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24

4) Find all the factors of 11   1, 11



Find all the factors of 10 and 20

10
1 x 10 = 10 So 1  and 10 are factors

2 x 5 = 10 So 2 and 5 are factors

The factors of 10 are 1, 2, 5, 10 

20
1 x 20 = 20 So 1 and 20 are factors

2 x 10 = 20 So 2 and 10 are factors

4 x 5 = 20 So 4 and 5 are factors

The factors of 20 are 1, 2, 4, 5, 10 and 20

The common factors of 10 and 20 are

1, 2, 5 and 10



Complete the Venn diagram to find the 

common factors of 8 and 12

Factors of 12 Factors of 8



Complete the Venn diagram to find the 

common factors of 8 and 12 - answers

1 x 12 1 x 8

2 x 6 2 x 4

3 x 4

3 1 8

Factors of 12 6 2 Factors of 8

12 4



Your turn
 What are the factors of 18?

 What are the factors of 24?

 What are the common factors of 18 and 24?



Complete the Venn diagram to find the 

common factors of 15 and 24

Factors of 15 Factors of 24

The common factors of 15 and 24 are _____________________________________



Find the common factors of each pair of 

numbers

1)  12 and 20

2) 16 and 25

3) 20 and 50

4) 20 and 60



Copy and complete the table below

Factor pairs of 50 Factor pairs of 75 Factor pairs of 100

1 X 50

2 x 25

5 x 10

What are the common factor pairs of 50, 75 and 100?

____________________________________________________________________



Reading

Make sure that you spend between 15 and 30 mins reading independently. 

You can do AR quizzes at home. I will be looking to see how you are doing.



Have fun and stay safe


